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PM 12 Portable Hollow Chisel Mortiser
The new Multico PM-12 Portable Hollow Chisel Mortiser with high precision drilling capability is a
totally new concept in machine design and is the result of 40 years Multico experience in the making
of mortising machines.

As the demand for quality home workshop equipment grows so has the need for a small, but
accurate rigid mortiser. Bench Drill Presses with Mortising Attachments or Drill Stands which
accept electric hand drills are a poor substitute at the very best of times. Flexing and attendant strain
on component parts when mortising make the performance of such machines far from adequate.
For the discerning buyer they are a non-starter.

. BETTER DRILLING PERFORMANCE
The Multico PM-12 not only eliminates all of the shortcomings of these other systems when
mortising but additionally gives the operator the benefit of a High Precision Drill Press.

Similar to industrial mortisers the PM-12 incorporates an adjustable dovetail slide in the main
plunge assembly thus ensuring that any unwanted lateral play is totally eliminated irrespective of the
age of the machine. The geared rack and pinion leverage far exceeds that of any drill press and
ensures that all important 'feel' of operation at all levels of ils 4't/2" (110mm) travel. Ultra-accurate
results are therefore guaranteed.

Although designed primarily with the home workshop in mind the PM-12 is ideal for the joiner or
builder who is looking for accurate production on site.

With an exceptionally low price the PM-12 brings a professional mortising facility and ultimate
accuracy in drilling within everyone's reach.

. TWO MODEI.S TO CHOOSE FROM
The PM-12 consists of the basic machine as a Hollow Chisel Mortiser catering for those who may
have chisels and bits already. A conversion kit for drilling is readily available.

The PM-12C comes complete with % ",3/8" and 72" chisels and bits plus the conversion kit for high
precision drilling. This model offers a considerable saving in cost compared with buying the basic
machine and parts separately. PM-12C is offered only with lmperial Size Tooling. For Metric Tooling
order Model PM-12 and tooling separately.

SPECIFICATION lmperial Metric

Timber Capacity 4" x 6" 100 x 150mm
Chisel Capacity (recommended) 1/z' 12mm
Headstock Vertical Stroke 41/z' 110mm
Motor 240v Vz HP 0.37 Kw
Centre Chisel to Fence Cap 2u 50mm
Weight 44 lbs 20 Kg
Carton Size 22 x 30 x 50cm

SPECIAL FEATURES

Stores away under bench when not in use.
Larger than usual throat. ldeal for stool seats, table tops etc
Simple 'Hold-Down' prevents workpiece from lifting and yet
eliminates clamping for each cut.

Fig. 1 Adjustable Dovetail Slide guarantees ultimate accuracy

Fig. 2 Geared Rack and Pinion for that all important 'feel'
and minimum operator fatigue.

Fig. 3 Optional (PM-12) Conversion Spindle for high precision
drilling.

Fig. 4 Gas Cylinder to facilitate easy return of strqke.
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